Continuous electroencephalographic-monitoring in the ICU: an overview of current strengths and future challenges.
In ICUs, numerous physiological parameters are continuously monitored and displayed. Yet, functional monitoring of the organ of primary concern, the brain, is not routinely performed. Despite the benefits of ICU use of continuous electroencephalographic (EEG)-monitoring (cEEG) is increasingly recognized, several issues nevertheless seem to hamper its widespread clinical implementation. Utilization of ICU cEEG has significantly improved detection and characterization of cerebral pathology, prognostication and clinical management in specific patient groups. Potential solutions to several remaining challenges are currently being established. Descriptive EEG-terminology is evolving, whereas logistical issues are dealt with using telemedicine and quantitative EEG trends, training of nonexpert personnel and development of specialized detection algorithms. These concerted solutions are advancing cEEG-registration towards cEEG-monitoring. Notwithstanding these advances, obstacles such as ambiguous EEG-interpretation and differences in treatment based on EEG-findings need yet to be overcome. In selected critically ill patient groups, ICU cEEG has clear benefits over (repeated) standard EEG or no functional brain monitoring at all and if available, cEEG should be used. However, several issues preventing optimal ICU cEEG usage persist and should be further explored.